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I. OVERVIEW 
 

The 2014-15 academic year was characterized by significant achievements in all areas of academic focus, 
from enhanced and expanded industry partnerships to student enrichment and faculty growth. Highlights 
appear in this and ensuing sections. 
 
The School of Engineering grew its research expenditures and new grants and contracts for the fiscal year, as 
detailed below:  
 
Research Expenditures: over $38.3 million (vs. $35.7M in 2013-14 and $30.89M in 2012-13) 
New Grants & Contracts: $41.1 million (vs. $29.2M in 2013-14 and $24.96M in 2012-13) 
 
Of the total new grants awarded, industry investments equaled 14%. Federal grants comprised $11.3 million 
from the Department of Defense; $9.7 million from the National Science Foundation; $6.1 million from the 
Department of Transportation; and $7.3 million from the Department of Energy, National Institutes of Health 
and other agencies.  
 
To strengthen the School’s proposal development efforts, a full-time proposal writer/editor was hired. The 
focus of this position is to work with faculty teams on the development of large, complex proposals and to 
assist junior faculty in refining their grant-writing skills.  
 
Faculty realized impressive achievements during the year, as summarized in the table below. 

 Scholarly 
Books 
Authored 

Scholarly 
Book 
Chapters 

Full 
Papers in 
Refereed 
Journals 

Full 
Conference 
Proceedings 

Patents 
and IP 
Filings 

Top 
Editorships 
Major 
Journals 

Assoc. 
Editorships 
Major 
Journals or 
Conf. Org. 

Proposals 
Submitted 

Number 3 15 476 466 29 39 179 386 
 
This year, the School of Engineering was proud to note that four junior faculty members were selected by 
NSF to receive Early Career Development (CAREER) awards of $500k each: 

 Avinash Dongare (MSE) – contributing to the goals of the Materials Genome Initiative, this project 
focuses on the development of materials for next-generation automotive, aerospace, and defense 
applications. 

 Sung-Yeul Park (ECE) – this research aims to improve upon battery charging systems with features 
such as longer life and greater efficiency for applications in electric vehicles, renewable energy 
storage and back-up power. 

 Kay Wille (CEE) – this work focuses on improving materials used in construction, based on an 
investigation of the behavior and properties of nano-sized particles in cement-based materials. 

 Timothy Vadas (CEE/EEP) – this will contribute toward greater understanding of the impacts of 
metals on organisms in streams, and the development of more effective management strategies for 
urban streams polluted via stormwater and wastewater effluent.  

 
While continuing to nurture and expand its important existing relationships with industry partners, during the 
year the School of Engineering signed an agreement with FEI Co. to establish the UConn-FEI Center of 
Excellence in Electron Microscopy focusing on advanced characterization of materials. Details appear later 
in this narrative. 
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Building upon the success of its inaugural event in 2013, UConn Engineering hosted a second Industry Open 
House in November ‘14, including both open networking/show-and-tell poster portions and one-on-one 
meetings with 60+ engineering faculty innovators. The 10-minute “speed dates” provided an opportunity for 
both sides to learn more about new technology developments underway in faculty labs, and the ways industry 
can benefit from partnering with UConn researchers. 

Significant progress was made toward planning for the new Engineering & Science Building, scheduled for 
an expected spring ’17 term occupancy.  The design will encourage collaboration within and between research 
clusters, promote sharing of equipment and technical support, and maximize flexible space utilization. The 
first floor will feature large-scale testing facilities and dry lab space within a central core, surrounded by open 
work group areas. The cores of floors four and five will feature equipment to be shared by faculty and students: 
wet lab space and core bioengineering/biomedical research equipment on the fourth floor; and wet lab space 
and core mechanical, chemical and bioengineering facilities on the fifth floor. 
  
Undergraduate applications rose again, continuing the 15-year trend. In fall ’14, the School of Engineering 
welcomed 621 freshmen, slightly down from the ’13-14 freshman class of 666. For fall ‘15, the School has 
received paid deposits from a record 671 freshmen (741 including transfer students) bringing the anticipated 
total undergraduate population to 3,033 students (vs. 1,566 in AY ’05-06). See section II.E Education below 
for a more detailed discussion. 
 
Reflecting the impressive depth and accomplishments of our female engineering population, three outstanding 
SOE women were distinguished with 2015 Women of Innovation awards presented by the Connecticut 
Technology Council. Radenka Maric (CBE and MSE) received the Research Innovation & Leadership Award 
for development of new materials and novel structures for energy storage and conversion, structural ceramics 
and hydrogen production and separation. Ph.D. candidates Sapna Gupta (MSE) and Keshia Ashe (CBE) 
received the Collegian Innovation & Leadership, and Community Innovation & Leadership awards, 
respectively. Sapna was honored for contributions in the area of ceramic high-temperature materials, and for 
her service as a delegate to The American Ceramic Society (ACerS) President’s Council of Student Advisors. 
Keshia is a co-founder and CEO of ManyMentors, a STEM online and in-person mentoring nonprofit that 
connects university mentors with middle and high school students interested in STEM degrees and careers. 
 
The Engineering Graduate Office continued to engage students and prospective students during the year. 
Highlights included: 

 The first-ever Graduate Career Expo targeting graduate students only. Nearly 150 students attended 
the event, and plans are underway to reprise and expand this focused career fair.   

 Another first was an all-school domestic graduate student recruitment event, which drew nearly 50 
prospective graduate students from across the U.S. Several departments report that they were able to 
recruit top domestic graduate students as a result of the recruiting effort, and plans are underway to 
host it again during the coming year. 

 Helping our graduate students prepare for their post-UConn careers is of vital importance. During the 
year, we continued our popular graduate professional development workshops, with four programs 
each in the fall and spring terms. In addition, we hosted our inaugural graduate student poster 
competition and invited three external judges to evaluate all posters. These activities help UConn 
Engineering graduate students polish skills that will distinguish them in their careers. 

 As previously stated, two UConn Engineering graduate students (Sapna Gupta and Keshia Ashe) were 
honored with 2015 Women of Innovation awards. In addition, Keisha received the “100 years of 
Women Scholarship” presented by the UConn Women’s Center, and Paiyz Mikael (MSE) was 
awarded a 2015 Outstanding Senior Women Academic Achievement Award as a representative of 
the Graduate School. 
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Our undergraduate students continued to excel, winning conference accolades for scholarly posters, 
mentoring/tutoring fellow students, participating in outreach to underserved communities, conducting original 
research and participating in professional societies. For example: 

 The 3D Printing Club, a student organization within MSE, won first place at Printathon 2015, a 24-
hour 3-D printing competition in which they competed against five other teams and produced a 3-D-
printed prosthetic leg for bikers.  

 Engineering students continued to partner with students at Duke, MIT, Stanford, and around the world 
to design, build, and launch a “Time Capsule to Mars” intended to send humans to Mars within 20 
years.  

 CBE student Gabriella Frey took 1st Place in the American Institute of Chemical Engineers’ 
conference – Separations Division for her poster on “Formulating Draw Solution Mixtures for 
Forward Osmosis,” and five peers received 2nd and 3rd place prizes.  

 A student team (CBE, IMS and CEE) received a coveted Environmental Protection Agency P3 award, 
which confers a monetary award and the opportunity to compete for $90,000 during the second phase 
of the competition, for their original entry aimed at providing a cost-effective, environmentally 
friendly flame retardant to be used in fire prevention and containment.  

 Three MSE seniors took 2nd Place in ASM International’s first “DomesDay” Geodesic Dome Design 
Competition at the 2014 Materials Science and Technology (MS&T) conference. 

 Recent graduate Danica Chin (CBE ’13), was named a 2015 STEP Award Emerging Leader by The 
Manufacturing Institute and featured in the most recent issue of Diversity Woman Magazine.  

 
II. PROGRESS ON 2013-14 GOALS 

 
A. UConn Tech Park 
 

The School of Engineering continued to invest in building and expanding industry-academic partnerships 
that will serve as anchors within the UConn Tech Park. Existing partnerships were carefully tended and 
amplified with General Electric, Pratt & Whitney, industry members of UConn’s Center for Hardware 
Assurance, Security, and Engineering (CHASE), Comcast, the Fraunhofer Institute, Pratt & Whitney 
(Additive Manufacturing Innovation Center), and United Technologies Corporation (the UTC Institute 
for Advanced Systems Engineering).  
 
An exciting new partnership was announced during the year that augments and extends the School’s 
industry collaborations now and will gain even greater momentum with the opening of the UConn Tech 
Park in 2017. Led by S. Suib (IMS), the School of Engineering signed an agreement with FEI Co. to 
establish the UConn-FEI Center of Excellence in Electron Microscopy focusing on advanced 
characterization of materials. When it assumes residency within the Innovation Partnership Bldg., the 
center will house advanced electron microscopes used in diverse applications such as clean energy, 
advanced manufacturing, semiconductors and vaccine development.  
        
Negotiations with Eversource Energy (formerly NU) for a Center of Excellence in Storm Resiliency are 
finalized and the Center will officially launch in the fall.  Negotiations continue with a major industry 
leader for the establishment of a National Composites Center.  Early negotiations are underway with 3M, 
Zeiss, GERC, Lockheed Martin and others. 

 
B. Next Generation Connecticut 
 

The School of Engineering continued to invest in its ability to deliver superior learning experiences for 
a growing population of undergraduates while seeking to reduce the impact of state-mandated budget 
cuts. During the 2014-15 AY, another 13 new tenure-track and tenured faculty members, 
one new Assistant Professor in Residence and two Visiting Assistant Professors joined UConn. A total 
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of 11 Assistant or Associate Professors in Residence are engaged in teaching. An additional six Assistant 
Research Professors/Associate Research Professors perform research-centric duties.  
 
Eight new faculty joined the Biomedical Engineering (BME) and Mechanical Engineering (ME) 
Departments; two new faculty joined Chemical & Biomolecular Engineering; and one each joined 
Materials Science & Engineering, Computer Science & Engineering, and Civil & Environmental 
Engineering. Teaching faculty now total 18 and are heavily concentrated in the areas of Biomedical 
Engineering and Mechanical Engineering, which continue to experience the greatest undergraduate 
population growth. Details appear in II.C below. 

 
C. Research Enterprise 

  
AY 2014-15 research expenditures totaled in excess of $38.3 million (vs. $35.7 million in AY 2013-14), 
and faculty remained diligent in their efforts to secure extramural funding. In addition, the School of 
Engineering redoubled its efforts to identify targeted, major multi-disciplinary federal proposal 
opportunities, to cultivate strategic partnerships and to develop competitive proposals in response to 
these opportunities.  
 
In 2013, UConn launched a comprehensive process to develop a new academic vision and identify 
initiatives that will enable UConn to enhance excellence in research and education. Under the Academic 
Plan proposal initiative, 136 pre-proposals were received by the University, of which roughly 25% were 
invited to submit full proposals for activities intended to advance UConn’s vision. The review process 
culminated in a number of awards being made to faculty teams that include UConn Engineering faculty:  

 Receiving nearly $200k in funding was the new Connecticut Cybersecurity Center (C3), led by 
Laurent Michel and John Chandy (CSE), which aims to investigate, develop, promote, and 
nurture the best hardware and software-based security practices for defense and commercial 
application domains and, in particular, for emerging fields such as mobile device security.  

 A second team was awarded $450k: R. McAvoy and X. Yang (College of Agriculture, Health & 
Natural Resources) and Jeffrey McCutcheon (CBE) will build a one-of-a-kind Smart Resource 
Grid capable of demonstrating new technologies to solve global problems associated with food 
security, water conservation, and alternative energy resources. 

 Additional funding was awarded to the teams of (i) Xu Chen (ME), Rainer Hebert (MSE) and 
Anson Ma (CBE) for the development of an open-source powder bed fusion additive 
manufacturing machine capable of fabricating multiple materials, such as metals, polymers, and 
ceramics - $370k, with remaining funds to be made available through the Tech Park equipment 
fund; and (ii) M. Mundrane (Vice Provost and CIO), Sanguthevar Rajasekaran (CSE), Rampi 
Ramprasad (MSE), Yong-Jun Shin (BME, CSE) and others to develop high performance 
computing infrastructure to promote research in genomics, materials, digital media and other 
disciplines requiring high-bandwidth computational resources - $100k in first-year funding, with 
additional funds contingent upon satisfactory outcomes. 

  
Major extramural awards included:  

 Radenka Maric (CBE, MSE) and Mark Aindow (MSE) are collaborators – with United 
Technologies Research Center and FuelCell Energy – on two projects that have received a total 
of $6.7M from Advanced Research Projects Agency-Energy (ARPA-E) and are designed to 
reduce the overall operating costs of solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs). Dr. Maric is UConn PI on 
both awards and Dr. Aindow is UConn co-PI on the FCE grant. 

 “The Role of Sound Statistics for Discrimination and Coding of Sounds,” National Institutes of 
Health; PI Monty Escabi (BME, ECE), co-PIs H. Read and I. Stevenson (BME-affiliated, 
Psychology). Duration 5 years; Award $1.87M. 
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 “Wearable Devices for In-Home Monitoring of Patients with Heart Failure at Risk of 
Decompensation,” NSF; PI Ki Chon (BME), co-PI F. Jain (ECE) with collaborators at UMass 
Med and WPI. Duration 4 years, Award $1.15M.   

 “Novel Out-of-Core and Parallel Algorithms for Processing Biological Big Data,” NSF; PI 
Sanguthevar Rajasekaran (CSE); co-PIs R. Ammar (CSE), J. Bi (CSE), J. Graf (MCB), S. Sahni 
(Univ. of Florida), G. Weinstock (JAX), and Y. Wu (CSE). Award $1.2M. 

 “Quantitative Methods to Subtype Drug Dependence and Detect Novel Genetic Variants,” 
National Institutes of Health; PI Jinbo Bi (CSE). Award $1.1M. 

 Comprehensive Connecticut household travel survey (the first in Connecticut in nearly 40 years, 
expected to provide the baseline data for an updated statewide planning model in supporting 
transportation investment decisions ), Connecticut Department of Transportation; PI Karthik 
Konduri (CEE), co-PI N. Lownes (CEE).  Award $1.5M.   

 
In addition, in a bid to increase faculty success in developing NSF Early Career Development 
(CAREER), the School developed an eight-month NSF CAREER proposal-writing workshop series, 
which was offered to 16 junior faculty members. In July ‘14, engineering faculty submitted 12 CAREER 
proposals, the outcome of which will be known in the coming year. For the 2014-15 AY, as detailed in 
the Overview section, four faculty members were awarded CAREER grants of $500k each: Sung-Yeul 
Park (ECE), Timothy Vadas (CEE), Avinash Dongare (MSE) and Kaye Wille (CEE).  
 

D. Faculty Hiring & Retention 
 
As previously stated, during 2014-15, following national searches, the School of Engineering welcomed 
13 outstanding new faculty members, primarily in Mechanical and Biomedical Engineering, which 
continue to experience the most significant enrollment increases.  

UConn Engineering continued its program aimed at encouraging and rewarding exceptional faculty 
mentors with the Outstanding Faculty Mentor Award, which recognizes faculty members who 
generously provide their time and energy to mentor fellow faculty, most notably junior colleagues. Two 
$10k awards were presented to Yaakov Bar-Shalom, who is a Board of Trustees Distinguished Professor 
and the Marianne E. Klewin Endowed Professor in Engineering (ECE) and Mark Aindow (MSE), who 
currently serves as Associate Director of the Institute of Materials Science.  

The School experienced a number of faculty departures. CHASE Director and ECE faculty member 
Mark Tehranipoor left UConn for a position as the Intel Charles E. Young Professor in Cybersecurity at 
the University of Florida. Joining him at the University of Florida was Domenic Forte; however, they 
will continue their research collaboration with the ECE faculty through a joint MURI project. John 
Chandy is serving as interim Director of CHASE. CEE professors Allison MacKay and Chad Johnston 
left UConn to join the Ohio State University and Loyola University at Chicago, respectively. Robert Gao 
and Michael Renfro, both of Mechanical Engineering, left UConn to accept Department Chair positions 
at Case Western Reserve University and the University of Kentucky – Lexington, respectively. 

E. Education 
 
The School of Engineering continues to experience unprecedented numbers of applications for 
acceptance to the undergraduate programs across the school. During AY 2014-15, we welcomed 621 
freshmen, slightly down from the ’13-14 freshman class of 666. For fall ‘15, the School has received 
paid deposits from a record 671 freshmen (741 including transfer students) bringing the anticipated total 
undergraduate population to 3,033 students (vs. 1,566 in AY ’05-06). Enrollments in Biomedical 
Engineering (437), Mechanical Engineering (543) and, most recently – Computer Science & Engineering 
(302), closely followed by Chemical Engineering (298) – represent 50% of the School’s total 
undergraduate population and continue to drive the School’s growth.  
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Thanks to diligent outreach efforts by the Engineering Diversity & Outreach Center, as well as various 
engineering student groups, the diversity of our student community continues to rise. As of fall ‘14, 
engineering undergraduate student demographics were: 77.9% male, 22.1% female, and 24.1% 
underrepresented minorities. Female enrollment has almost doubled in five years, from 322 in fall ‘09 to 
628 in fall ‘14. In fall ’05, the percentage of women undergraduates totaled 14.9%, and the proportion 
of underrepresented students was 18.5%. For the fall ’15 semester, based on deposits received to date, 
the freshman class will comprise approximately 25% women and 17% underrepresented minorities 
(excluding Asian students, who are not underrepresented in engineering). 
 
The four-year graduation rate from the School of Engineering continues steadily to improve. For 
freshmen entering in ‘09, the four-year graduation rate was 54%, compared with 39% for students 
entering in ‘05. The six-year graduation rate for freshman engineering students entering in ‘09 was 63% 
vs. 54% for freshmen entering in ‘05. These rates compare very favorably to the national six-year 
graduation rate of 41% from ABET accredited institutions. Our latest freshman-sophomore year 
promotion rate is 95%. The five-year graduation rate of underrepresented engineering students who 
complete the SOE’s Diversity and Outreach Center’s five-week residential BRIDGE program is 67%. 
 
We continued to invest significant resources toward the restructuring and quality improvement of the 
Management & Engineering for Manufacturing (MEM) program offered jointly by the Schools of 
Engineering and Business. Enrollment in MEM grew to 93 students as of spring ‘15. During the year, 
several new engineering faculty joined the program to enhance expertise and classroom coverage of the 
wide variety of manufacturing engineering products and processes. We are renovating the MEM 
laboratory facility to elevate the learning experience of MEM students. Working space will increase, as 
will the 3-D printing capability. Six new 3-D additive manufacturing kit machines were purchased for 
the Entrepreneurial MEM course; two new MakerBot 3D-printers were also purchased, which are housed 
in the department’s laboratory space within the School of Business. These new machines allowed the 
MEM program to host two workshops for the UConn community at large during spring ‘15, exposing 
many non-manufacturing students and faculty to the growing world of additive manufacturing and 3-D 
printing. 

In response to growing industry demand for our students (for full-time employment, internships and co-
ops) by employers, the School hosted a record four career fairs and conducted many career workshops 
in collaboration with our Center for Career Development officer, John Bau. These activities contribute 
to our impressive 80-85% placement rate for graduating seniors.  The School of Engineering graduated 
494 B.S. recipients during May 2015 commencement (465 for May ’14).  
 
All 11 B.S. engineering programs underwent the six-year reaccreditation review in October 2013, and 
final results were available in late summer 2014. Seven programs received a full six-year reaccreditation 
(Chemical, Civil, Environmental, Computer Science, Computer Science & Engineering, Materials 
Science & Engineering, and Mechanical). Biomedical, Electrical, Computer, and Management & 
Engineering for Manufacturing received two-year reaccreditation, with an interim report submitted in 
July 2015 to address any remaining issues. 
 
The 2015 school-wide Senior Design Demonstration day at Gampel Pavilion featured 161 senior design 
teams (a 13% increase vs. the 142 teams in May ‘14), most of which were sponsored by engineering 
corporations that also contributed project expertise and often equipment. Hundreds of visitors, from 
policy-makers and industry representatives to families, attended the event.  
 
The professional Continuing & Distance Engineering Education program continues to serve a growing 
number of practicing engineers. Through the Master of Engineering (MENG) program, 97 students were 
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matriculated in spring ’15 (vs. 80 in spring ’14). Total MENG program enrollments increased from 288 
to 312. The Professional Enhancement Module was delivered to 19 General Dynamics Electric Boat 
employees, and a new proposal was developed for a certificate program in Power (ECE).  In addition, 
the program launched the UTC-IASE Systems Engineering Certificate program delivering certificate 
program courses to UTC employees around the world (16 students in fall ‘14 and 38 students in spring 
’15). It is expected that 38 students will participate in the summer 2015 courses. The online component 
of the program was expanded with the summer ’15 debut of a new course, Advanced Engineering Math, 
which is fully online and offers modules customized to students based on their concentration. It is 
available to all MENG, MS and PhD students.   
 

III. HIGHLIGHTS OF ACHIEVEMENTS FOR FY 2014-15 
 

A. Exciting/Innovative Research Programs 
 

Exciting original research is underway within every unit across the School of Engineering. A few 
examples of the most impactful ongoing projects include:  

 
Hardware and Software Security – the Center for Hardware Assurance, Security & Engineering (CHASE) 
continued to add industry partners and grow its sphere of influence during the year. In April 2015, CHASE 
held the Third Annual Conference on Hardware Assurance and Security Engineering: the 2015 CHASE 
Conference on Secure/Trustworthy Systems and Supply Chain Assurance. The program, which drew over 
200 attendees from industry, government and academia, included two keynote speakers, a panel and 13 
invited talks, and poster presentations by UConn graduate students. 
      The Comcast Center of Excellence in Security Innovation (CSI) continued to grow as a hub for 
world-class research and project-based learning that combines hardware and software components with 
innovative security theories. Six proposals were selected from 20 submissions to receive $100k per project 
during the year. Another highlight was the First Annual CyberSEED event, a Cybersecurity, Education & 
Diversity Challenge, enfolding a conference - aimed at discussing emerging cybersecurity trends and 
developing strategies for tackling current and future threats - and three cybersecurity challenges. More 
than 30 universities and 300 attendees participated from industry, government and academia.   

Under the University’s new Academic Plan grant initiative, the nascent Connecticut 
Cybersecurity Center (C3) was awarded nearly $1 million to identify and develop the best hardware and 
software-based security practices for defense and commercial application domains and, in particular, for 
emerging fields such as mobile device security. Laurent Michel and John Chandy (CSE) are lead 
investigators.   
                             
Additive Manufacturing and Advanced Materials – The Additive Manufacturing Innovation Center at 
UConn (AMIC), with support from Pratt & Whitney, supplemented its current equipment with the 
purchase of a 3DSystems ProX-300 machine, along with additional powder analysis equipment that will 
be installed in the Innovation Partnership Building in the UConn Tech Park. In June ’15, a team 
comprising additive manufacturing experts from Pratt & Whitney, UTAS, UTRC and UConn organized 
the first annual Frontiers in Additive Manufacturing Engineering (FAME) workshop with nearly two 
dozen representatives from NIST, NASA, the Army Research Laboratory, Aerojet, and Lockheed Martin 
to discuss aerospace needs in additive manufacturing. This group will be augmented by other aerospace 
OEMs to reach common ground and a common voice for aerospace-relevant AM research activities. 

AMIC continued to offer bi-weekly tours, and to date over 90 companies and institutions have 
toured the center. In addition, through a Connecticut Innovations-funded CTNext grant, AMIC has been 
able to initiate collaborations with small and medium-sized Connecticut businesses. During AY 2014-15, 
AMIC engaged with Barnes Aerospace, AeroCision, Kolb Biomedical, Triumph Engine Parts, and Mott 
Corporation. Negotiations are ongoing with Capewell, GKN Aerospace, and R&D Dynamics.  
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Affirming the center’s high national profile and influence, Center Director Rainer Hebert is a 
member of the ASTM F42 committee for additive manufacturing and has been actively involved in 
shaping new standards for additive manufacturing of metals. 

A team comprising Xu Chen (ME), Rainer Hebert (MSE) and Anson Ma (CBE) received funding 
through UConn’s Academic Plan grant initiative for the development of an open-source powder bed 
fusion additive manufacturing machine capable of fabricating multiple materials, such as metals, 
polymers, and ceramics. 
 
Complex Systems Engineering – The UTC Institute for Advanced Systems Engineering continues to 
evolve since its founding in fall 2013. The Institute is offering three certificate tracks that are organized 
around System Design, Control Systems and Embedded Systems.  The first certificate program on Control 
Systems was launched in fall ‘14 with 16 students and will graduate its first class in December 2015.  The 
second certificate program, on Embedded Systems, began in January ‘15 with 29 students spanning three 
continents who will graduate in spring ‘16.  Both tracks will be offered simultaneously in fall ‘15. Another 
facet is the UTC Endowed Graduate Fellows Program, which attracts exceptional students for graduate 
study leading to M.S. or Ph.D. degrees in the field of systems engineering related to model-based design 
and development of complex systems. In 2014, the program supported 15 graduate students. 
 
Big Data – A team led by BECAT director Sanguthevar Rajasekaran (with co-PIs R. Ammar and J. Bi 
(CSE), J. Graf (MCB), S. Sahni (Univ. of Florida), G. Weinstock (JAX), and Y. Wu (CSE) was awarded 
a four-year $1.2M grant (with a start date of August 2014) from NSF under their Big Data program. It is 
currently the only Big Data project to be funded by NSF in the state of Connecticut. Additionally, Dr. 
Rajasekaran took the lead on an NSF proposal entitled, “NRT-DESE: Big Data Sciences (BiDS),” $3M, 
that remains pending. Other interdisciplinary still-pending proposals – all to NSF – include: “MRI: 
Acquisition of a Cluster System for Big Data Analytics,” (PI: Rajasekaran, Co-PIs: A. Sherman and D. 
Abadi (Yale), R. Ammar (CSE) and L. Loew), $1.1M; “CyberSEES: Type 2: Advancements towards 
High-resolution Monitoring of Coastal Environments: Tools for Setting Baselines and Predicting 
Change,”  (PI: Lei Wang, Co-PIs: Lei, Li, Rajasekaran, Tobias), $1.2M; “DMREF: A Framework for the 
Accelerated Design of Polymers for Electronics,” (PI: Rampi Ramprasad) $1.5M; “AF: Medium: A High 
Performance Computing Foundation to Whole-Genome Prediction,” (PI: Jinbo Bi), $842k. 

With UConn’s Vice Provost/CIO, engineering faculty (Sanguthevar Rajasekaran of CSE, Rampi 
Ramprasad of MSE and Yong-Jun Shin of BME and CSE) received funding under the University’s 
Academic Plan grant initiative to develop high performance computing infrastructure to promote research 
in genomics, materials, digital media and other disciplines requiring high-bandwidth computational 
resources. 
 
Innovation & Entrepreneurship – The School remained committed to expanding its innovation and 
entrepreneurship options for students.  With School of Business Head John Elliott, the School formed – 
and hired a Managing Director for – the nascent Entrepreneurship & Innovation Consortium. Professor 
of Practice Hadi Bozorgmanesh continued to teach his two-semester, sequential Experiential Technology 
Entrepreneurship course for graduate students, which has launched a total of 21 startups to date. Thanks 
to his successful CTNext program grant, supported by over $575k from Connecticut Innovations plus 
matching funds from the School of Engineering, nine startup businesses founded by graduate student 
entrepreneurs received bridge funding for their promising businesses.  

Negotiations are underway to finalize Husky Fund to provide capital to the most promising 
innovative student/faculty led ventures, enabling the development of their business concepts to 
sufficiently attract seed funding. 
 
Transportation - The Connecticut Transportation Institute has emerged as a leader in the State of 
Connecticut’s reform of vehicle crash data records management, collection and analysis. The Connecticut 
Crash Data Repository project at CTI provides researchers, town engineers, planners, and the public with 
unprecedented access to crash data for transportation safety analysis.  The success of this project resulted 
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in ConnDOT expanding the funding of the Connecticut Transportation Safety Research Center at CTI. 
The CTSRC staff trained every police department in the state how to complete the new report and then 
submit their data electronically to the CT Department of Transportation.  
 
Sustainability - An interdisciplinary team from the College of Agriculture, Health & Natural Resources 
and Engineering (collaborator Jeff McCutcheon of CBE) received $450k under the University’s 
Academic Plan grant initiative to develop an integrated demonstration Smart Resource Grid aimed at 
improving food security, water conservation, and sustainable energy.   

The Center for Clean Energy Engineering (C2E2) developed 101 proposals during the year, of 
which 28 were awarded funding totaling $2.87M. C2E2 faculty had research expenditures of 
approximately $3.24 million (a 17% increase over 2014), of which 57% were from industry sources. 
Through 2014 and the first quarter of 2015, 1.5% of UConn’s clean energy came from C2E2’s 400 kW 
fuel cell, which supplied most of the electricity and some of the thermal energy for the Depot Campus.  
 The Fraunhofer Center for Energy Innovation (CEI), hosted by C2E2, held its first Science-2-
Business workshop with the focus of connecting science and industry. The German company Rauschert 
Group, which develops and manufactures ceramics, engineered plastics and hybrid components, has 
partnered with CEI on the development of nano-filtration technology. This led to the installation of 
Rauschert’s pilot filtration unit utilizing Inopor’s ceramic membranes at CEI in February. Additionally, 
CEI is working with a small technical company, Aqua Engineers, on the development of software 
programming in conjunction with the water filtration system that is installed at CEI facilities; and the 
center has received preliminary approval for funding with NASA for a two major research projects, one 
of which is targeted toward spacecraft air revitalization systems. 
 
Engineering faculty continued to contribute significantly toward improved State and federal activities.  
Christine Kirchhoff (CEE/EEP) serves on the Science and Technical Advisory Committee for the Long 
Island Sound Study; Tim Vadas (CEE/EEP) contributes to a Connecticut Academy of Science and 
Engineering study evaluating how winter application of road salt impacts the environment, vehicles and 
roadways; and Manos Anagnostou (CEE/EEP) is Director of Applied Research for the Connecticut 
Institute for Resilience and Climate Adaptation. Steve Demurjian and Dong-Guk Shin (CSE) continued 
their long collaboration with the State of Connecticut’s Insurance division, which has received more than 
$3.5M since its inception. Similarly, the VoTeR Center (A. Shvartsman, A. Russell, L. Michel – all of 
CSE) continues to advise state agencies in the use of voting technologies and to investigate voting 
solutions and voting equipment to develop and recommend safe use procedures for their usage in 
elections. 
 

B. Exciting/Innovative Teaching, Learning & Training Programs 
 

Aligned with our objective of enhancing cross-disciplinary academic options for our students, this year 
faculty and leadership from UConn Engineering and the Human Rights Institute debuted the new Human 
Rights minor for engineering students with two new cross-listed courses, taught jointly by faculty from 
both disciplines: “Assessment for Human Rights & Sustainability” and “Sustainable Energy for the 21st 
Century.”  
 
USAID-HED 
UConn Engineering remained fully engaged with and committed to the success of the USAID-HED 
funded capacity-building initiative in Ethiopia. Since its inception, the Ethiopian Institute of Water 
Resources (EIWR) at Addis Ababa has enrolled 117 graduate students (34% underserved; 28% women) 
in one of the core program areas: Water Resources Engineering and Management, and Water & Public 
Health. To date, 41 students have earned graduate degrees, including the institute’s first two Ph.D.s, who 
graduated in the spring: Elias Tedia, who explores the relationships among climate change, water 
resources, and energy production, interned at the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) in 
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Boulder, CO; and Belete Berhanu Kidanewold, who seeks to model the interactions of catchment 
attributes on rainfall runoff, interned at Florida International University.   

AY 2014-15 saw the installation of a hydrological measuring station in the Awash Basin that will 
generate primary data for modeling runoff and erosion processes in the Ethiopian highlands. Additionally, 
with researchers from UConn and Jimma University, EIWR established a malaria field research site in 
Ghibe Basin that will generate comprehensive field data to investigate the dynamics of climatic, 
ecological, anthropogenic factors as drivers of malaria transmission in low-elevation and higher-elevation 
areas.  

Advancing its outreach, EIWR held a three-day training workshop for 100 (97 women) health 
extension workers from four regions on how to engage and train communities around potable water, 
sanitation and hygiene practices, and empowering communities to bring about change.  

Three student-led USAID-HED funded projects introduced UConn students to global challenges 
in Ethiopia: (i) Seeking to eliminate heavy concentrations of fluoride from drinking water – which are 
associated with calcium depletion in teeth and bones, making them brittle – a CBE senior design team 
proposed the use of plentiful, affordable magnesium oxide as a means to filter out the resulting magnesium 
fluoride and produce safe drinking water. (ii) A team tested indigenously-made clay filtration pots for 
their efficacy in purifying contaminated water. The partnership helped EIWR build the capacity to test 
the filters locally for a second round of testing. (iii) UConn’s chapter of Engineers Without Borders 
continued joint work with EIWR, Bahir Dar University, and a Nile Basin community to advance novel 
water access technologies (such as a rope pump for irrigation), and several representatives traveled to 
Ethiopia to discuss the proposed long-term irrigation project. 

 
Eyes to Space  
Undergraduates continued to partner with peers at Duke, MIT, Stanford and others around the world to 
design, build, and launch a “Time Capsule to Mars.” The UConn team is involved in developing a material 
that can withstand the trip to Mars, including the atmosphere surrounding the planet, without corroding 
or breaking down. The small, spherical time capsule, to be built on a CubeSat platform, could contain 
millions of digitally encoded messages, pictures, and videos. 

 
New Initiatives 
In the spring, a new initiative was announced, Revolutions in Engineering Education (REE), which will 
focus on nurturing, recognizing, and honoring excellence in engineering education. It will comprise two 
facets: a program enabling faculty to implement novel educational models and hone their own 
instructional skills, and an institute established to recognize and honor the most impactful and effective 
engineering educators within our school.  

This year also saw the formation of the Undergraduate Teaching, Mentoring, and Leadership 
Program. Open to junior and senior-standing students with a 3.5 or higher GPA, this program allows top 
students to serve as undergraduate teaching assistants in lower-division engineering classes, to supplement 
the graduate TA population. The first cohort of 30 entered the program in fall ‘14, followed by an 
additional cohort of 13 in spring ‘15. The fall 2015 cohort comprises 32 students. 
 With the aim of further fueling the engineering pipeline at UConn, several ongoing outreach 
programs were expanded during the year. The Explore Engineering residential program, now in its 17th 
year and which introduces high school juniors and seniors to engineering disciplines via a variety of 
hands-on experiments, was nearly doubled in size to enable a greater number of future engineers to 
participate.  The summer ’15 program hosted 245 students (31% female), up from 128 in summer ‘14. 
SOE added a second day to the 21-year old Multiply Your Options (MYO) conference for 8th grade girls, 
enabling double the number of students to participate. Capitalizing on the success of MYO, the 
Engineering Diversity center also organized and hosted its inaugural Engineer Your Future conference 
for 8th grade minority boys, which attracted more than 106 boys.  
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C. New Faculty  

The School had several leadership developments during AY 2014-15. A national search resulted in the 
selection of alumnus Ki H. Chon, formerly Professor & Department Head of Biomedical Engineering at 
Worcester Polytechnic Institute, as the Krenicki Professor of Biomedical Engineering and Head of the 
Biomedical Engineering Department at the Storrs campus. Alex Shvartsman, founder of UConn’s Center 
for Voting Technology Research, was appointed Head of the Computer Science & Engineering 
Department following an internal search. In addition, two Department Heads, Amvrossios Bagtzoglou 
(Civil & Environmental Engineering) and Rajeev Bansal (Electrical & Computer Engineering) were 
rigorously reviewed by School-level committees as well as departmental faculty and staff, and both were 
reappointed based on the quality of their leadership performances.  

Baki Cetegen (Mechanical Engineering) and Doug Cooper (Chemical & Biomolecular Engineering) 
elected to step down as Heads of their respective departments. A national search is underway for a new 
Head for Mechanical Engineering; meanwhile, Associate Dean for Research and Graduate Education Mei 
Wei will serve as Interim Head. An internal search is underway for a new Head for CBE. Finally, Marisa 
Chrysochoou, who has been embedded in Greece on a Marie Curie Incoming International Fellowship, 
will assume the role of Director of the Environmental Engineering Program in August ‘15.  

During 2014-15, the School of Engineering hired 13 new tenured or tenure-track faculty, including three 
women:  

Joining the ME Department were: Julian Norato (Ph.D. Univ. of Illinois - Urbana-Champaign), with 
expertise in design and manufacturing; Xu Chen (Ph.D. UC Berkeley), with expertise in precision 
manufacturing and control; Xinyu Zhao (Ph.D. Penn State), with expertise in computational combustion 
and energy conversion; and Savas Tasoglu (Ph.D. UC Berkeley), with expertise in bio-fluid mechanics 
and microfluidics. ME recruited and hired three new faculty for AY 2015-16:  Ying Li (Ph.D. 
Northwestern Univ.; multi-scale computational mechanics), Dianyun Zhang (Ph.D. Univ. of Michigan; 
mechanics of composite materials), and Thanh Nguyen (Ph.D. Princeton; biomechanical systems and 
biomechanics).  
 
Four new faculty also joined the BME Department: Wendy Vanden Berg-Foels (Ph.D. Cornell); Sabato 
Santaniello (Ph.D. Univ. of Sannio, Italy); and Kazunori Hoshino (Ph.D. Univ. of Tokyo) joined the BME 
faculty in fall ’14; and Bin Feng (Ph.D. Purdue) joined the BME faculty in summer ‘15.  

Yongku Cho (Ph.D. Univ. of Wisconsin-Madison) and Kelly Burke (Ph.D. Case Western Reserve) 
joined the CBE Department. Dr. Cho seeks to develop technologies to control and observe biological 
processes, with the ultimate goal of understanding the function of proteins in complex neural circuits and 
identifying the root cause of brain disorders. Dr. Burke’s research focuses on the synthesis and 
characterization of functional synthetic polymers and naturally occurring biopolymers, with current 
research projects focusing on advanced materials for medical, composite, and green technologies.  

Jonathan Mellor (Ph.D. Univ. of Virginia) joined the CEE Department with research expertise in water 
resource management, policy and technology implementation to improve water health in developing 
countries. He is actively involved in UConn Global Affairs initiatives and international water resources 
capacity building through the USAID-funded UConn-Ethiopia Water Resources collaboration.   

Fei Wang (Ph.D. Tsinghua Univ.), most recently of IBM Watson Research Center, joined the CSE 
department. During FY ‘14-15, CSE conducted searches in the areas of embedded systems and formal 
design - in conjunction with the UTC Institute for Advanced Systems Engineering - and in big data 
analytics, genomics, and bioinformatics in conjunction with the UConn Institute for System Genomics. 
The searches culminated with the hiring of Parasara Sridhar Duggirala (Ph.D. Univ. of Illinois) and Sheida 
Nabavi (Ph.D. Carnegie Mellon) for the 2015-16 academic year.   
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Seok-Woo Lee (Ph.D. Stanford) joined the MSE Department with expertise in the mechanical behavior 
of advanced materials at multiple length scales.  

A new framework was announced for improving communications and the integrity of faculty governance: 
a Dean’s Faculty Advisory Council (DFAC). It is envisioned the council will meet with the Dean at least 
three times each semester to discuss with, and advise, the Dean on matters pertinent to the function and 
welfare of the School, its faculty, staff and students. Members will include one faculty member from each 
department, elected by faculty colleagues and with two-year terms.   

A number of Engineering faculty received national/international honors during the year:  
 Ki Chon (Head, UConn Storrs BME) was inducted as a Fellow of both the American Institute of 

Medical and Biological Engineering and the International Academy of Medical and Biological 
Engineering.   

 The Connecticut Academy of Science and Engineering inducted three faculty (of 23 new 
members in 2015) members: Ki Chon (BME), Alex Shvartsman (CSE) and Mark Tehranipoor 
(CSE).  

 Anson Ma (CBE and IMS) received the prestigious 2015 Arthur B. Metzner Early Career Award 
of the Society of Rheology for his work involving the rheology of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) 
suspended in epoxy and acrylic resins. The award honors early-career scientists who have made 
significant accomplishments in rheology. 

 Radenka Maric, the Connecticut Clean Energy Professor in Sustainable Energy (CBE and MSE), 
was honored with the 2015 Women of Innovation - Research Innovation & Leadership Award. 

 Jeffrey McCutcheon (CBE) received the 2014 FRI/ John G. Kunesh Award presented by the 
Separations Division of the American Institute of Chemical Engineers (AIChE) for his 
achievements and contributions in the field of osmotic separations. 

 Yongku Cho (CBE) received a highly competitive NARSAD Young Investigator Grant funded 
through the Brain & Behavior Research Foundation, for his work aimed at developing a novel 
approach for rapid and reversible knockout of target genes. 

 Leslie Shor (CBE) was one of just 10 academics nationwide to receive a 2014 DuPont Young 
Professor award, for her research into new methods for increasing food crop yields by using 
protozoa to distribute bacteria along growing roots. 

 William Mustain (Assoc. Department Head, CBE) was selected for a 2015-16 Fulbright U.S. 
Scholar grant enabling him to conduct research at the University of Surrey, England, on a project 
designed to better use CO2 emissions from fossil fuel power plants. 

 Cato Laurencin, MD (CBE, MSE, BME and UCHC), University Professor and Albert and Wilda 
Van Dusen Distinguished Professor of Orthopaedic Surgery, was named a Fellow of the 
American Chemical Society for his seminal contributions in polymer science and polymer-
ceramic systems applied to biology. In addition, he was awarded a $4 million National Institutes 
of Health Pioneer Award for his exceptionally creative research in regenerative engineering. 

 Civil & Environmental Engineering Department Head Ross Bagtzoglou was elected a 2014 
Fellow of the American Water Resources Association. 

 Bahram Javidi, Board of Trustees Distinguished Professor in ECE, won a prestigious European 
Physical Society for Applied Aspects of Quantum Electronics and Optics award. Presented only 
once every two years, these awards recognize the highest level of achievements in fundamental 
and applied research in optical physics.  

 Marten van Dijk (ECE) received the ACM/IEEE A. Richard Newton Technical Impact Award in 
Electronic Design Automation for pioneering contributions in the discovery and use of silicon 
physical unclonable functions (PUFs) for the design and operation of secure integrated circuits 
and systems.  
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 Eric Donkor of ECE was appointed Associate Editor for the Journal of Optical Engineering in 
the area of photonics and photonics devices.   

 Mechanical Engineering Department Head Baki Cetegen was elected a member of the governing 
council of the Connecticut Academy of Science and Engineering.  

 Professor Emeritus Lee Langston (ME) was awarded the ASME’s R. Tom Sawyer award for 
sustained contributions to gas turbine technology. 

 Avinash Dongare received a Minerals, Metals & Materials Society (TMS) 2015 SMD Young 
Leaders Professional Development Award. 
 

F.  Major Philanthropic Gifts  
 

An exciting development activity was announced this year: the UConn Engineering Centennial Initiative, 
which celebrates 100 years of four-year engineering instruction at UConn and aims to foster community, 
celebrate our history and future, and enrich endowments. 
 
A total of nearly $11.76 million in endowments and gifts were received from alumni and industry friends 
in 2014-15 (vs. $9.5 million in 2013-14). Among the highlights were: 
 
$3.2M in in-kind gifts and $1M in scholarships from FEI 
$1.6M from Comcast 
$1.58M from United Technologies Corporation 
$513k from United Illuminating for the School’s Center for Storm Preparedness 
 
Among the largest private gifts were a $172k pledge payment/matching gift toward the Krenicki 
Professorship in Biomedical Engineering, a $150k bequest toward the Mr. James P. Loersch & Dorothy 
L. Hall Scholarship Fund, and $50k for the Cantor Family Scholarship in Engineering.  
 
The School honored Priceline.com co-founder and alumnus T. Scott Case (CSE ’92) during the May ’15 
commencement ceremonies with an honorary degree. Mr. Case also presented the keynote presentation 
during commencement.  
 
During this year’s Academy of Distinguished Engineers ‘15 celebration, six alumni and friends were 
inducted into the Academy, including three women and one African American. The inductees were Tina 
Lewis, one of the first two women to receive degrees from SoE (EE ’55); Rohan Freeman (CE ’95); 
Bernard (Bernie) Gracy (’85); Jerry L. Prince (ECE ’79); Ramesh Sepehrrad, VP, Comcast; and Jean T. 
Scire (ChE ’84). 

 
IV.  MAJOR GOALS FOR FY 2015-16 

 
A. Implementation of the Academic Plan 

 
The five-year Academic Plan developed during 2013-14 continues to provide a meaningful roadmap for 
activities, faculty growth and investment. Significant portions of the School of Engineering’s plan were 
integrated within the University’s comprehensive strategic plan. As described in previous sections, 
engineering faculty are collaborators on a number of high-profile interdisciplinary research projects 
funded under the University’s Academic Plan grant initiative. In addition to advancing novel proposals 
during the upcoming grant period, UConn Engineering will remain vigilant to ensure that human capital 
and resource investments contribute to the successful realization of these strategic aims. 
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B. Industry Partnerships 
 
Strong collaborative partnerships with industry enable UConn Engineering to: retain its focus on 
applications-relevant research; support student internships, coops and senior design projects; enhance the 
relevancy of engineering coursework; and benefit Connecticut residents through economic development. 
UConn Engineering will continue to focus on building, sustaining and expanding industry partnerships. 
Furthermore, the UConn Tech Park affords UConn Engineering unprecedented opportunities for 
advancing the application of engineering discoveries collaboratively with industry.  The partnerships 
established during the previous three years, including those with GE, Pratt & Whitney, Fraunhofer, UTC, 
Comcast, FEI, and CHASE partners, will provide vital anchors for our expanded industry collaborations 
within the Tech Park.   
 
Metrics for determining the success of our efforts include, but are not limited to:  
 Number of new partnerships and maintenance/expansion of existing partnerships; 
 Investment by industry partners;  
 Number of named/endowed faculty positions; 
 Number and renewal of funded collaborative research projects with UConn Engineering faculty; 
 Graduate fellowships and funded undergraduate research opportunities.  

 
C. Education 

 
The School of Engineering continues to prepare for the increase in student enrollment enabled by Next 
Generation Connecticut. UConn Engineering will remain focused on: 
 Intra-disciplinary relationships to assure sufficient general education course coverage; 
 Continued support for the development of new mentorship/support activities aimed at creating a 

“small community” sensibility for students, thereby increasing retention and experiential 
satisfaction; 

 Assessing the value of streamlining certain common core coursework during the first two years, to 
reduce departmental pressures and assure a unified educational foundation for engineering students. 
 
Additional efforts continue to focus on:  
 Support for faculty teaching success  
 Exploring (with faculty participation) ways to make the undergraduate curriculum more 

innovative and modern.     
 Further increasing the number of successful entrepreneurial course/program offerings. 
 Working with industry partners to place more students in worthy internships/co-ops, which 

afford students an unequalled opportunity to build practical experience before entering the 
workforce as permanent employees. 

 Enhancing and initiating joint graduate programs with the School of Business and other schools 
and colleges. 

 Continuing to grow the Continuing & Engineering Education program, which includes the 
Master of Engineering, online and distance education courses, and certificate programs. 

 Developing a more results-oriented and targeted approach to graduate recruiting. 
 Developing a more nurturing culture for graduate students, enabling them to explore and hone 

professional skills such as proposal writing, instructional methodologies and toolsets, 
preparation of winning fellowship proposals, presentation skills, and job preparation.   

  
Metrics for determining the success of this initiative include, but are not limited to: 

 Student retention and graduation from the School of Engineering; 
 Faculty course evaluations; 
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 Career placement; 
 Enrollment in cross-disciplinary and minor degree programs. 

 
D. Research Enterprise 

 
The School of Engineering remains one of the university’s, indeed, the State’s, most efficient research 
enterprises, producing innovations virtually across the entire spectrum of technological development. 
UConn Engineering faculty produce the greatest share of IP and patented technologies developed at the 
UConn Storrs campus. UConn Engineering will enhance its success through several strategies:  

 Continued investment and focus on areas aligned with the University’s strategic foci, including 
Advanced Materials & Manufacturing; Sustainability: Environment & Energy; Security & 
Infrastructure; Biomedical Engineering & Genomics; Human Diversity, Disparity & Rights; and the 
emerging areas of Complex Systems and Big Data, and Innovation & Entrepreneurship. 

 The development of major research proposals, particularly strategically appropriate multi-
disciplinary, multi-institutional opportunities. 

 Development and formation of organizational structures and performance metrics for all 
industry/academic partnerships to ensure quality, industry-relevant deliverables; enhance 
meaningful communications and expectations; foster student learning opportunities; and ensure the 
long-term health of partnerships.  

 Closely work with the University to develop a more reliable and predictable funding mechanism for 
the research centers. 

 Nurture effective grant-writing skills especially among early career faculty. 
 

E. Faculty Mentorship & Retention 
 
Increasingly, UConn Engineering faculty members are being recruited by other leading schools for 
tenured positions, chaired/named positions and departmental Head positions. This trend is viewed as a 
measure of our success in training and equipping faculty for leadership positions. Thus, while faculty 
departures create certain holes in the teaching/research fabric, they also build our reputation and foster 
opportunities for growth in new arenas. In the year ahead, the School of Engineering will focus attention 
strategies and initiatives to better nurture the careers of all faculty. Our success toward achieving this goal 
will be directly and indirectly measured by our rate of teaching effectiveness, research productivity and 
level of engagement with industry. 
 

V. SUMMARY OF TEACHING, INTELLECTUAL AND SERVICE CONTRIBUTIONS 

Please see the attached PAR report. 
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Undergraduate: The following items refer only to 
undergraduate education.
Graduate education is dealt with in the next section.

*1a Courses taught  (6 applied music students = 1 course); 
include fraction if team-taught

*1b Credits of Courses taught from line 1a; include fraction if 
team-taught

*2 University Scholars supervised 1 1 2
*3 Honors students advised 140 51 109 40 180 1 27 548

*4a Independent Study students supervised
*4b Credits of Independent Study students supervised from line 

4a
5a Undergraduate Intern Students Supervised - credit (number 

of students taking a supervised internship for credit)
5 5

5b Number of credits given to the students taking a supervised 
internship for credit from line 5a

5c Interns Supervised - non-credit (number of students taking a 
supervised internship for no credit)

13 14 13 14 54

*6 Advisees 1 216 240 326 214 169 349 1516
7 Presentations in special seminar or minicourses offered 

through the Honors Program
1 2 1 4

*8 Minority advisees (Minorities include citizens or permanent 
residents who are African American, Asian American, 
Hispanic American or Native American.)

2 5 7
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9 Other minority program advisees (these represent 
departmental or faculty initiatives)

2 2

10 National or University-wide teaching awards 1 5 3 1 1 11
11 Official advisor to student organizations 2 6 15 7 4 4 1 39
12 Teaching innovations (Includes development of a new 

course, incorporating computers into the curriculum, 
enhancing cultural diversity in the curriculum, etc.)

9 13 20 5 9 2 8 66

Graduate: The following items refer only to graduate 
education.
Do not duplicate entries made in the previous section.

*13a Courses taught; include fraction if team-taught 
*13b Credits of Courses taught from line 13a; include fraction if 

team-taught
*14a Independent study students supervised 
*14b Credits of Independent study students supervised from line 

14a
*15a Major advisees graduated - Ph.D. 11 9 8 9 4 9 50
*15b Major advisees graduated - Masters 7 1 18 13 7 6 12 64
*16a Current major advisees - Ph.D. 13 62 64 101 114 60 71 484
*16b Current major advisees - Masters 14 23 54 43 48 22 36 238
17a Associate advisory committee memberships - Ph.D. 13 83 27 23 29 34 23 212
17b Associate advisory committee memberships - Masters 6 7 28 2 11 2 9 5 64

*18a Minority student major advisees - Ph.D. 4 6 6 2 2 3 23
*18b Minority student major advisees - Masters 1 6 2 1 1 4 15
19a Interns Supervised (Ph.D.) - credit (number of students 

taking a supervised internship for credit)
19b Number of credits given to the students taking a supervised 

internship for credit from 19a
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19c Interns Supervised (Masters) - credit (number of students 
taking a supervised internship for credit)

19d Number of credits given to the students taking a supervised 
internship for credit from 19c

20 Predoctoral major advisees with extramural support awarded 
in national competition (NSF, Javits, Danforth, Rockefeller, 
Ford, etc.)

21 Postdoctoral fellows working with your faculty 2 10 7 8 33 16 12 88
22 National or university-wide teaching awards 1 2 3
23 Official advisors to student organizations 1 5 5 4 1 6 1 23

Scholarship: Publications & Conferences  (All 
published works for which the faculty member is the 
sole or co-author. Count authors (and co-authors), not 
works.)

24 Scholarly books or monographs (Textbooks, books of fiction, 
poetry or essays should be included in items 27 or 52)

2 1 3

25 Scholarly books edited (List here edited books to which the 
faculty member has made a substantive original contribution, 
otherwise use item 26)

1 2 3 2 8

26 Scholarly books assembled (List here edited collections with 
little or no original contribution)

27 Textbooks (Include both new and revised editions)
28 Manuals (Laboratory, computer, student guides)

29a Software packages - Long
29b Software packages - Short

30 Book chapters 1 1 3 5 1 2 1 1 15
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31 Full-length articles in refereed journals (Includes review 
articles.  Other reviews should be listed in items 33 or 38.  
Article size is field-specific: for example, a three-page 
Science article describing an experiment is considered full-
length.)

30 75 90 62 106 49 84 476

32 Short refereed journal articles (Short papers include notes, 
comments, etc.)

1 1 2 2 1 3 9

33 Non-refereed journal articles (Same as for full-length 
refereed articles above, only not refereed.  Include long 
reviews of books, drama, music, art; long pieces for 
professional journals and general magazines, encyclopedias
newspapers, radio and television)

1 1 1 3

34 Published conference proceedings (full paper) (Full-length 
papers presented at learned society meetings, not abstracts 
(which are listed in item 35). Invited presentations at 
conferences (keynote address, invited symposia) should be 
listed here and also under items (69) or (71).)

14 63 54 66 168 1 52 54 1 466

35 Conference proceedings and presentation (short paper, 
abstract or poster) (Do not include abstracts listed in item 
34.  Include here animal, plant and landscape shows and 
exhibitions.)

16 98 42 36 68 46 31 10 341

36 Technical reports and published working papers (include 
research laboratory reports to extramural agencies)

3 1 4

37 Patents 1 4 1 12 3 21
38 Reviews (book, drama, music or art)

39a Extension bulletins - Major
39b Extension bulletins - Minor
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40 Miscellaneous other publications (Include newspaper op-ed 
pieces, unedited pamphlets, popular magazine articles)

7 4 28 1 39

Scholarship: Other Creative Products This section is 
primarily concerned with artistic productivity.  
Performances refer to those not part of an academic 
assignment.  Usually these will be off-campus, but may 
include special events held on campus not connected 
to school curriculum. Repeat performances are 
counted as one.

41a Performances as conductor/director - Major (Includes 
musical conductor, theatre director, choreographer)

41b Performances as conductor/director - Minor (Includes 
musical conductor, theatre director, choreographer)

42 Performances in recording
43 Audio or visual recordings as producer

44a Performances in recital/concerts - Solo 2 2
44b Performances in recital/concerts - Ensemble
45a Actor/Performer in - Major Role
45b Actor/Performer in - Minor Role
46a Technical Designs or productions - Major (Include lighting, 

scene, costume design)
46b Technical Designs or productions - Minor (Include lighting, 

scene, costume design)
47 One person exhibitions
48 Group invitational shows
49 Group or juried shows
50 Curated exhibitions
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51a Musical compositions: - Large form (A musical piece 
composed by a faculty member and performed off-campus.  
Large form includes symphonies, operas, concertos or majo
chamber works.)

51b Musical Compositions: - Short form (A musical piece 
composed by a faculty member and performed off-campus.  
Short form includes incidental music or similar works.)

52a Published creative writing - Large form (Creative writing 
published or a play produced professionally.  Large form 
includes novels; full-length plays; books of poetry, essays or 
short stories.)

52b Published creative writing - Short form (Creative writing 
published or a play produced professionally. Short form 
includes short stories, poems, essays or one-act plays.)

1 1

53 Original exhibition catalog notes or program notes for 
concerts or plays

54 Musical arrangements or editions
55 Transcriptions or translations 2 2

Scholarship: Scholarly Reputation
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56 Editorships of major journals (The number of major journals 
varies widely according to discipline.  Those journals that are 
generally accepted as major in your field are referred to here
Major journals may include mass-circulation newspapers 
and magazines. Editor and Associate Editor (item (57)) are 
formal titles for these journals. Editorial board memberships, 
short term, guest and special editorships should be listed 
under item (58).)

2 7 6 18 3 3 39

57 Associate editorships of major journals or organizer of major 
conferences (major conferences include 
national/international meetings)

3 11 19 49 62 8 27 179

58 Other editorial positions or organizer of other conferences 
(Member of editorial boards or journals, news media; editors 
of conference proceedings; editorships or associate 
editorships of non-major journals, general editorships of 
book series or collections, consulting editor, guest or short 
term editor, etc. Other conferences are small, regional 
meetings.)

9 17 17 18 25 16 18 120

59 Major officers of large national/international learned societies 
(Some disciplines have one or two large societies 
representing the entire profession.  It is these to which this 
item refers.  For disciplines with several smaller societies, 
see item (60). By major offices we mean President, Vice 
President, Secretary or Treasurer.)

3 8 6 28 15 5 2 67

60 Other officers of large national/international learned societies 
(Include significant committee membership, conference 
session chair, etc.)

2 8 13 20 14 3 11 71
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61 Major officers of small or non-national learned societies (If a 
discipline has several small national societies representing i
officers should be included here as should officers of state 
and regional societies.)

1 1 1 1 4

62 Member of federal peer review committees (DOD, DOE, 
NEA, NEH, NIH, NSF,USDA, etc)

2 24 18 7 9 10 15 85

63 Member of other national/international peer review 
committees

4 9 5 80 29 7 9 143

64 Member of state or regional peer review committees 1 11 3 1 4 20
65 Ad hoc reviews for granting agencies, journals, publishers or 

other universities (Ad hoc reviews do not include University 
of Connecticut reviews (e.g. UConn Research Foundation).  
Include manuscript reviewing activities here as well as 
dissertation and PTR reviews for other universities.)

67 164 153 166 161 61 152 924

66 National/international awards, prizes or honorary degrees 
(Include NSF career awards, Pulitzer or Nobel prizes, 
appointments to national academies.  Count continuing 
awards annually.  These are non-teaching awards.)

8 3 6 2 5 24

67 Appointed Fellows of national/international learned societies 
(Include appointments to state societies like the Connecticut 
Academy of Science and Engineering.)

2 2 11 1 5 6 27

68 Other awards or prizes (non-teaching) 8 10 1 3 4 5 31
69 Keynote/plenary lectures at national/international 

conferences
2 1 7 6 4 2 1 23

70 Invited Visiting Professorships 2 4 1 4 5 2 18
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71 Invited Scholarly colloquia, presentations or symposia 
(These include off-campus invitations (keynote addresses 
should be in item 69 and session chairs in item 60.)

4 45 21 17 30 30 24 171

72 Artistic performances by invitation (major orchestras, 
theatres, major gallery or institutions).

73 National consultancies, clinics and workshops 
(Consultancies for which a form is filed with the Chancellor's 
Office (or comparable ones during the summer for which no 
form is filed) that result from the faculty members reputation 
in the field.  Other consultancies can be listed in the 
appropriate item under "Service.")

1 5 2 8 7 2 2 27

74 Access gained to national research facilities (for example, 
supercomputers.)

75 Commissioned work of arts, architectural and graphic 
designs, music or drama (Work should be included also in 
the appropriate category of "Other Creative Products" in the 
year completed.)

2 2

76 Other sales of major works of art, music or drama
Scholarship: External Funding

*77 Active or approved grants 18 6 96 118 86 140 3 55 91 549
*78 Total amount of annual grant funds (direct costs) (If grants 

include more than one Principle Investigator, fractions are 
reported by the faculty.)

829000 2489077 6152963 4752195 3013826 2047289 131681 914012 14963634

*79 Grant proposals submitted 24 126 68 103 50 1 53 33 386
80 Endowed Chairs 1 2 1 4
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Service and Outreach:  This section is for extra-
professional service that is not due to scholarly 
reputation and hence not listed in the scholarly 
reputation/production sections above.

81 Presentations in student recruitment programs (Formal full- 
or half-day programs)

6 7 12 3 11 10 2 51

82 Presentations in minority student recruitment activities 
(Formal full- or half-day programs)

2 4 1 2 2 11

83 Departmental or non-departmentalized school committee 
memberships (Count only committee memberships that are 
active for this reporting period.)

10 35 40 36 24 9 50 204

84a University committee member 3 24 18 22 18 4 9 98
84b College or departmentalized School committee member 3 10 19 28 28 15 14 117
84c Regional Campus committee member
85a Departmental or non-departmentalized school Committee 

Chair
2 11 17 13 15 5 12 75

85b University Committee Chair 11 1 1 13
85c College or Departmentalized School Committee Chair 2 3 6 6 13 4 34
85d Regional Campus Committee Chair

86 Non-departmental administration (Include President, 
Chancellor, Associate Chancellor, Dean, Associate Dean, 
Director of Regional Campus, Museum and other 
directorships involving official release from teachings duties. 
Report percent of appointment.

2 1 3 4 11 21

87 Clinical, extension or other "expert" services (note types of 
and frequency of services performed.  Include radio, 
television, newspaper interviews, specimen identification, 
extension service presentations.)

8 40 3 4 4 1 60
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88 Formal outreach programs (including artistic programs) for 
schools or businesses

10 2 13 4 1 12 42

89 State committee member (not related to scholarship) (Do not 
include peer review committees listed in item 64)

2 2 4 1 9

90 Consultancies for state/local government agencies 1 1 1 1 4
91 Consultanices to state/regional businesses and institutions 

(Refers to businesses and schools operating primarily in the 
state.  Those national and international organizations with 
offices in the state should be included in item 96.)

2 1 3 1 2 9 1 19

92 Member of voluntary service organizations 11 9 23 13 26 9 7 98
93 Services for or presentations to community groups 5 10 5 5 8 9 7 49
94 Members of federal government committees (not related to 

scholarship) (Refers to work unrelated to oversight of 
scholarly efforts)

1 1 2

95 Consultancies of federal governmental agencies (not related 
to scholarship)

1 1

96 Consultanicies to national/international institutions 
(businesses, schools, etc)

97 Memberships on professional society committees. 7 56 72 31 61 38 43 308
Additional information related to instruction to be 
provided by instructional unit (school or department) 
when available.  Items 98-104 are for faculty member 
information only - not for individual faculty member to 
complete.  

98 Percent of undergraduate majors placed in career-related 
positions, or graduate or professional school

- - - - - - - - - - - -
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99 Percent of undergraduate majors who have gone on to full-
time graduate or professional school

- - - - - - - - - - - -

*100 Number of applicants to graduate program - - - - - - - - - - - -
*101 Number offered admission to graduate program - - - - - - - - - - - -
*102 Number of offers of admission accepted to graduate 

program
- - - - - - - - - - - -

103 Percent of Ph.D. graduates with first postdoctoral position in 
academic or research position

- - - - - - - - - - - -

104 Percent of Ph.D. graduates with first position in academic, 
research, clinical, industrial or business non-research 
positions

- - - - - - - - - - - -
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